
SL: A To regularly meet with staff and children to update and share visions after SL’s training.  

Pre PSQM During PSQM Impact

Science crib sheet 

Year 2 – consistency with 
next steps/challenge 

Year 1 – purposeful investigation

Year 3

Year 1

Year 2

Year 1

Year 1 – purposeful investigation

Year 4 – observing melting points 
CPD how to link science to real life context 

Governors report 

‘It is clear what the expectation and 
vision of science is at Edison. I can 

refer to the crib sheet if I need 
support’ ECT, year 3

Year 3 – impact of crib sheet 

Making reflective strips Y3 – linking 
to real life context

‘Science is so fun, we are using 
more science resources and I 

love our science lessons!’ Year 2 

Year 2 – impact of stock availability 

Year 3 – vision and values displayed

‘I should eat pasta before I go to 
Karate, so I have more energy and I 
could eat more protein so I can get 

stronger’ Y3

Impact of vision and values



SL: B There is strategic support for subject leadership which is well established and reciprocal 

Pre PSQM During PSQM Impact

I prefer asking the children to present 
their findings from their investigations 
through write ups rather than sticking 

pictures of investigations. It was a waste 
of paper and didn’t show what the child 

had learnt. Teacher, year 4.  

Before PSQM,  subject leader time was given 
on a weekly basis. 

After PSQMQ, if there was any extra 
workload, if requested, SLT will try their best 
to find cover so I can have additional time out 
to keep up with the workload. 

The impact of additional time meant I could 
work on targets effectively and give ECT’s or 
new teachers time to support them. 

Working scientifically aims displayed 
across all classroom to refer to

Time given to support ECTs with planning 

Next steps to challenge 

Less worksheets used 

Regular meetings with SLT has given me the opportunity to 
regular share my ideas for science. This has helped raise the 
profile of science at Edison. We are now growing our own 
vegetables, taking part in ‘The Great British Spring Clean’. 
SLT can see the impact these initiatives are having on our 
school community.  

‘This CPD really helped me understand 
how to adapt snap science planning to 

make it more manageable to teach. I feel 
more confident adapting the lessons to 

support my SEN pupils.’ ECT year 5. 

Before PSQM,  subject leader did not get to meet 
with SLT and found it difficult to share suggestions to 
raise the profile of science. This was mainly achieved 
through emails which talk longer to process. 

During PSQM, we have arrange regular meetings to 
discuss science across the school. 



SL: C There is a rigorous monitoring and improvement cycle using evidence and views from all stakeholders and sources to shape 

development in science.

Pre PSQM During PSQM Impact

‘These Science surgeries are 
helpful; I find it easier to ask 

questions  on a 1:1 basis rather 
than in front of everyone’ ECT 

year 2

We would carry out Science book looks on a termly basis 
and give feedback to the teachers  feedback but there 
was no planned support after to address and targets. 

Pre assessment strategies 

Book look shows HA pupils 
consistently being stretched 
and challenged.

Before PSQM pupils' attainment levels 
were added onto ‘Insight’.  This was  a 
useful tool to get an overall view of 
the data. However, the data was not 
being used for anything after. 

These pre assessment tasks are a 
great way to see the gaps in learning 

and support my planning and 
teaching. Teacher Y3. 

After PSQM, we now have the science 
surgery time for teachers to visit if they 
would like to discuss their targets or we have 
arranged for ECT’s to observe subject 
leader's lesson. 

During PSQM,  we introduced retrieval style 
questions. The impact of this was to provide pupils 
with the opportunity to retrieve information they 
have learnt about from previous years/lessons. This 
is a great way to recap knowledge and support 
closing gaps in learning. Afternoon interventions 
also have science links incorporated. 

Y3
Science data from insight is great to 
see gaps in learning. We can then 

implement them into our 
interventions where relevant. Teacher 

Year 4

Before PSQM, I could see through science observations that 
science was not talk consistently across the school. New 
teachers were unsure of expectations. 

During PSQM,  the introduction of the crib sheet and staff 
CPD has supported the consistency of how science is 
taught as the expectations are clear. 



Teaching A Key need: Provide CPD for staff and support teachers in teaching and delivering

Snap science planning edited and discussed 
during CPD

Lessons adapted to support SEN. Year 2

Science skills displayed in classroom 
in a ‘child friendly’ way to refer to

Science display updated with 
flipchart from lesson

I like that I don’t always have to write 
in science, I like the experiments but 
found the writing hard. Gluing and 

sticking my answers was much better 
for me.’ Year 2

Science excel stock list used to order resources 

‘Thank you for your support, I 
feel more confident to teach a 
practical science lesson next 

week!’ ECT year 5

Science CPD impact 

Y1Y2
Y1Y2

Y2

Y2

Visions and values impact 

Recap quiz & LO consistency 

Y2

Lessons adapted for EAL 

I like that science is linked to 
real life. I learn lots about life 
and can surprise my parents . 

‘Year 4’ 

Planning support with science skills 



T: A There is provision and signposting of a sustained programme of internal or external professional development and support with which staff engage.

Pre PSQM During PSQM Impact

Working scientifically training  

Range of assessment strategies 

Science surgery

Science surgery planning 
support, less sheets being used 
to adapt learning 

Science development plan 
PSQM CPD 

Used to support new EYFS lead 

Planning support for science 
lesson ECT 

Pupil profits training 

Staff CPD 

Whole school approach

‘child friendly’ working scientifically aims 
for classrooms 

EYFSY2 
EYFS linking science across the curriculum 

‘It’s much easier to check 
what stock is available 
now we have the excel 
document.’ ECT year 3

‘Why is Augustus Gloop 
overweight from eating 

chocolate but Veruca Salt 
isn’t?’ year 3 pupil

Working scientifically aims 



T:B Teachers use and evaluate a developing and extending range of evidence-based strategies to challenge and support the learning needs of all children. 

Y1
Y6

Y4Y3 Y5 and Y2Y6

Y3

Y1

Before PSQM, science links were present in 
some lessons across the curriculum but now we 
can see evidence of science linked in subjects 
that challenge pupils understanding, and 
teachers can  monitor progress. 

Seed dispersal link in English 

Before PSQM, children were only being assessed at the 
end of the unit. After PSQM, Mini retrieval style questions 
are now included in lessons to monitor pupils progress and 
understanding. Any gaps in learning will be planned for to 
support the children's learning needs. 

Retrieval questions

Before PSQM, practical science was not regularly used for formative assessment. After 
PSQM, teachers have a better understanding of how to provide children with resources 
and let them explore ‘The big question’ to find out answers to questions. This has 
developed more independent learners.  

Y3



T:B Teachers use and evaluate a developing and extending range of evidence-based strategies to challenge and support the learning needs of all children. 

Pre PSQM During PSQM Impact

Weekly science news 

Lessons were 
inconsistently 

planned. They were 
planning lessons 
words for word. 

Science 
skills 

displayed

Child 
friendly 

The working scientifically 
posters are a great way to 

remind me and the children 
to think about what skills we 

are using in the lesson. 
Teachers, year 1

Adaptation to support EAL pupil 

Key vocabulary on working walls

Challenge to extend pupils learning 

Pre assessment Y4

Headstart assessment used to 
support teacher judgement on 

Insight

Find someone who – Kagan strategy

Planning support 
enabled more 

concise, 
interactive lesson 

plans that 
included 

assessment 
strategies. 



Pre PSQM During PSQM Impact

Science reading for pleasure books 
available in classroom Y6, Y3

Science workshop 

Sentence stems to support oracy

Chicks visit – lifecycles 

Y6 – Heart dissection 
workshop 

Year 1

Year 1

Year 6

Year 3

Year 2

Year 3

Year 6 science 
museum visit 

Science is so fun! I like that lots of 
our lessons are linked to science, it 
helps me understand what we are 

learning more. Y2

Ordering stock for practical lessons

TA: C Resources are systematically audited and acquired (purchased or borrowed/sourced from outside agencies) so that children can regularly 

and safely use a wide range of appropriate practical and digital resources, information texts and the outdoor environment.

Year 4

Year 1

Ordering and organising science reading for pleasure books 
ordered and sent out to all year groups

Science reading for 
pleasure 

Stock for science workshop Y1

Using LEXIA core 5 for science reading links



T:C Key need: To audit more closely looking at each piece of equipment and replacing damaged ones. 

Science reading booking system in place 

We use more resources in Science 
now, the lessons are much more fun!  I  
also l ke collecting it from the science 
room and returning it to the science 
room. Year 4, science ambassador

Practical lesson include resources to 
answer questions 

Range of resources being used in investigation

Year 4- Thames quality 
visit – Using local 
resources 

Central area to request science resources 

I look forward to the 
science news in 

assemblies! I like keeping 
up to date with how 

science could change our 
future.  YR5

I love our new Science books, I 
can learn lots of new facts and 

they are so interesting. YR3Science stock organised and 
accessible 

I like that I don’t always have to write 
in science, I like the experiments but 
found the writing hard. Gluing and 

sticking my answers was much better 
for me.’ Year 2

I prefer ordering stock in advance, it means I 
need to make sure I am more organised and 
prepared for the lesson and saves me time 

searching for stock myself. YR2 teacher

Year 4- states of matter practical  

Year 3- bridge building using 
upcycled materials 



L: A : Children develop independence in the full range of enquiry types, using scientific enquiry skills appropriately to answer scientific questions about the world around them.

Y1- observation of environment 
over time.  

Y2 – identifying, classifying and 
grouping. 

Y4 – identifying, classifying and 
grouping. 

Y3 – using secondary resources 
to research

Y6 – Pattern seeking
Electricity  

Y4- comparative and fair testing of the quality of the 
River Thames.  

Y4– grouping and classifying

When we started PSQM, pupils and teachers 
were aware of the five types of enquiry and 
had a good understanding  but were not 
confident referring to them within lessons 
and linking tasks to the enquiry. 

During PSQM gilt, I have noticed that the 
science surgeries, CPD and child friendly posters 
displayed in the classroom have made it quicker 
and easier for teachers and pupils to become 
confident learners and know when and how 
they are implementing this into their lessons. 

From the pupil voice and observations, I can see that 
the impact of the CPD and posters have led to pupils 
talking about scientific enquiry skills and linking it in 

other lessons more confidently. 



L: A To empower both teachers and pupils to become more confident in knowing what the skills are, how they can be applied and their wider use in cross curricular work.

Pre PSQM During PSQM Impact

Year 2 – Observing changes 
over time in playground

Year 3 – Taking careful 
observations certificate. 

Year 4 – setting up 
tests, asking questions 

Year 4 – observing and 
measuring 

Year2 – Making predictions 

Year 1 – materials 

Year 3 – The Big Question 

Science week 2023

Year 3– Gardening club



L: B There is a school-wide commitment to continually improving assessment practice and processes for formative, summative and statutory assessment, through regular evaluation which 

ensures that they reflect the shared understanding of the purposes of assessment in science and current best practice.

Pre PSQM During PSQM Impact

Y2 - Kagan cooperative 
learning strategy 

Y3 - Kagan cooperative 
’Find someone who’

Explorify – formative assessment 

Before PSQM, teachers and pupils were using Explorify, concept 
cartoons,  random name selector, mini plenaries etc to formatively 
assess the pupils. This was working well for most pupils, but this 
would not always work without lower attaining pupils.  They were 
relying on teacher support. 

During PSQM, we introduced Kagan cooperative learning. Kagan 
Cooperative Learning provides structured support, peer assistance, 
and opportunities for active participation. 

Our lower attaining pupils are now 
working collaboratively with their 
partners to magpie idea, ask 
questions and get support, helping 
them feel like more confident 
learners. Lower attaining pupils are 
now contributing more in class 
discussions allowing teachers to 
assess their progress and 
understanding of the topic. 

Before PSQM, we used Insight to record summative 
data. This data was then used to plan interventions 
with English, maths and science as a focus. This worked 
well for out lower attaining pupils and the gaps in 
learning were closed. However, there was no 
additional planning to challenge and stretch the pupil 
working at or above age-related expectations. 

During PSQM,  we introduced retrieval 
style questions at the start of every 
lesson bases on previous data.  These 
questions can be based on any science 
topic from any year group they have 
been in. 

‘I love doing the Kagan activities, I 
get a movement break and it a 
better way to learn rather than 

sitting at my desk.’Y3

The knowledge organisers are great for 
the children to refer to so they can 

answer many of their own questions. T4

Retrieval questions at the start of 
each lesson help pupils revisit and 
retain previous topics, aiding memory 
and comprehension.

‘The retrieval questions are great 
way for all ability pupils to revisit 
previous topics. They find it more 

challenging than expected 
sometimes.  .’Y5 teacher



WO: A : Whole-school planning links science to other areas of learning, including English and mathematics, and to whole-school initiatives.

Year 5 – support  

Year 1 – Long term plan focused around science.  

Year 1 and Year 4 half term knowledge organiser and 
Science homework.

Y1 -  whole class reading to Science. Children 
explained why the materials were or were not 
appropriate for a house – Linked to materials.

EYFS – planning linked to science.

Eyfs - Children using key vocabulary to 
describe the natural resources. Links to 
literacy

Y2 - Linked topic ‘Great Fire of London’ to Science 
‘Materials’ – ‘Why did the fire spread so quickly

Year 3 made pizza’s as discussed how to make it more 
of a ‘healthy choice’ linked science to the cooking task.

Y4 Home learning projects set on healthy 
eating and lifestyle.

Y5 Home extended writing task linked to science 



L: C : The whole-school community supports and promotes initiatives 

that encourage all children to think that science is relevant and 

important to their lives, now and in the future.

Pre PSQM During PSQM Impact

L:A Key need: To empower both teachers and pupils to become more confident in 
knowing what the skills are, how they can be applied and their wider use in cross 
curricular work.

EYFS – Gardening and eating what’s grown

Y5– observing and 
measuring 

Y3 – Resources left for pupils to 
explore and answer questions

Year 5 – general knowledge science 
quiz 

Year 4 – Water cycle 

Rocket ship workshop y5

Before PSQM, many of the science workshop, 
visits or extra-curricular activities link to science 
were organised by the science lead. 

During PSQM, teachers are organising trips, 
workshops or visitors arriving without subject 
leader support. They are thinking about 
interactive and creative ways of teaching science 
practically and linking it to real life context.

By planning more science 
related trips and workshops it 
helps to expand children's 
understanding, engagement, 
and practical application of 
scientific concepts through 
hands-on experiences and 
interactive learning 
environments. EYFS – Life cycles 



WO: A : Whole-school planning links science to other areas of learning, including English and mathematics, and to whole-school initiatives.

Pre PSQM During PSQM Impact Year 5 – melting points link to maths 

Scientific skills – presenting data 

Before PSQM, we planned Science as a stand-alone subject. We planned to teach Science for a minimum of 2 hours a week 
with a practical aspect included. However, this was not always taught consistently across the school.  Teachers were not 
supported regularly enough, and this caused inconsistences. 

During PSQM, we wanted to raise the profile of science in our school and now plan our subjects around our science topics. 
Book looks and observations are organised on a termly basis to monitor the standard of science being taught across the 
school and support is given to teachers that need it. Teachers can visit the ‘Science surgery’ or email the subjevt leader to 
observe a lesson or discuss targets on a 1:1 basis. 

Pupils now have more opportunity to develop their critical thinking, problem-solving, and inquiry skills. Linking science 
across the curriculum promotes a deeper understanding of scientific concepts and their real-world applications.  The 
standard of teaching and learning of science across the school has improved and teachers are feeling more confident 
planning and delivering higher quality lessons. 

Before PSQM, we planned three trips a year for each year group, none of these trips needed to link to science. 

During PSQM,  we have arranged at least one school trip a year, for each year group, with a direct link to their science topic.

By organising Science trips, pupils are getting the opportunity to build on their science capital. The trips enhance pupils' 
engagement, offering hands-on experiences, sparking curiosity, and reinforcing classroom learning. They also gain the 
opportunity to develop a deeper understanding of scientific concepts through real-world exploration.



WO: B: There is regular and purposeful involvement in a range of initiatives supported by other organisations and topical science activities, 

both in school and with their families.

Pre PSQM During PSQM Impact

Year5&6 – First aiders 

Year 3–  Science posts on Seesaw. Y6 Heart dissection workshop 
CLEAPPS support 

Science week

EYFS- Farm visit 

Science home projects shared on 
Seesaw & message home to parents 
about project. 

Year2 – home science project

Y4 Observing quality of river 
Thames workshop 

Science news shared with parents Y3

Y6

Year5&6 – science championships Notifying parents of Eco shop 
bottles saved

‘Wow, we are reducing the use 
of single use plastic and helping 
our planet! I am so proud of all 

of us!’ Year 5 pupil 



WO: B: There is regular and purposeful involvement in a range of initiatives supported by other organisations and topical science activities, 

both in school and with their families.

Hounslow Urban farm visit for all year groups– Links to animals 
including humans topic 

Year 1 - Visit to Kew gardens – Links to ‘Plants’ 
topic. 

Whole school science fair 
Science week poster competition – 
‘Time’ theme

Local secondary school visit for science workshop 

I loved Science week! We got 
to learn about different 
scientists and do lots of 

investigations!’ YR2 pupil



WO:B  Key need: To introduce a school-based, pupil run ‘eco refill shop’

‘What a great experience, the children 
were well organised and knew what 
they were doing. The products are 

great! Well done.’ Parent

‘I love the Eco shop, it’s like I have my 
own business and it’s nice to know we 
are reducing plastic pollution.’ Y5 Pupil

‘When are we meeting again for the 
Eco shop? I want to make more 

posters to advertise our products.’ Y6 
pupil 
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